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REMEMBER KILROY? SO..WHO WAS KILROY?
BY HENRY HANSON

“Kilroy” is engraved in stone in the National War Memorial in Washington, DC, back in a small
alcove where very few people have seen it. For the WWII generation, this will bring back
memories. For you younger folks, it's a bit of trivia that is a part of our American history.
Anyone born in 1913 to about 1950, is familiar with Kilroy. No one knew why he was so well
known, but everybody seemed to get into it.
“Kilroy” was a 46-year old shipyard worker during World War II who worked as a checker at the
Fore River Shipyard in Quincy, Massachusetts. His job was to go around and check on the
number of rivets completed. Riveters were on piecework and got paid by the rivet. Kilroy would
count a block of rivets and put a check mark on the rivets in semi-waxed lumber chalk, so the
rivets wouldn't be counted twice. When Kilroy went off duty, the riveters would erase the
mark. Later on, an off-shift inspector would come through and count the rivets a second time,
resulting in double pay for the
riveters.
As the war went on, the legend
routinely sneaked ashore on
Pacific to map the terrain for
(and thus, presumably, were
occasion, however, they
painting over the Kilroy logo! In
exclusive use of Roosevelt,
Potsdam Conference. The

grew. Underwater demolition teams
Japanese-held islands in the
coming invasions by U.S. troops
the first GI's there). On one
reported seeing enemy troops
1945, an outhouse was built for the
Stalin, and Churchill at the
outhouse’s first occupant was

Stalin, who emerged and asked his aide (in Russian), "Who is Kilroy?"
Before war's end, "Kilroy" had been “here”, “there”, and “everywhere” on the long hauls to Berlin
and Tokyo. To the troops outbound in those ships, however, he was a complete mystery; all they
knew for sure was that someone named Kilroy had "been there first." As a joke, U.S. servicemen
began placing the graffiti wherever they landed, claiming it was already there when they landed.
In 1946 the American Transit Association, through its radio program, "Speak to America,"
sponsored a nationwide contest to find the real Kilroy, offering a prize of a real trolley car to
the person who could prove himself to be the genuine article. Almost 40 men stepped forward
to make that claim, but only James Kilroy from Halifax, Massachusetts, had evidence of his
Kilroy identity.
To help prove his authenticity in 1946, James Kilroy brought officials from the Quincy shipyard
along with some of the riveters. He won the trolley car, which he gave to his nine children as a
Christmas gift and set it up as a playhouse in the Kilroy yard in Halifax, Massachusetts.
Kilroy became the U.S. super GI who had always "already been" wherever GIs went. It became a
challenge to place the logo in the most unlikely places imaginable (it is said to be atop Mt.
Everest, the Statue of Liberty, the underside of the Arc de Triomphe, and even scrawled in the
dust on the moon). Kilroy even visited Osama Bin Laden’s house (shown below)!

MEET RACHAEL MEDDERS, CARNEGIE HISTORY
CENTER’S NEW DIRECTOR
Rachael Medders’ story: My name is Rachael Medders. I’m the new director at the Carnegie
History Center in Downtown Bryan, Texas.

RACHAEL MEDDERS

I have been a resident of Bryan for the last 14 years. I moved here after my service in the
Marines was complete in 2003. I received my Bachelor’s degree in History from Texas A&M
University, Class of 2006; I then received my Masters of Education in 2008, also from Texas
A&M. I began teaching high school social studies and continued to do so for three years.
I had dreamt of owning my own catering company since I was a child. So I opened my own
business and began catering full time in 2008. While I realized food was a great passion, history
was a bigger calling. I secured a position with the National Archives at the George Bush
Presidential Library and Archives.
I was employed with the Bush Library for five years and during that time I honed my archival
skills and was taught a variety of valuable skills. I find that the archival world and saving all
things beautiful and historic is my niche! I am very excited to begin this new adventure with the
Carnegie History Center and am equally excited to bring all the collections in our possession into
a new age of preservation.

A NATIONAL SYMBOL: THE LIBERTY BELL
BY MARY JANE MILLENDER

The bell’s story began in the early 1800s when the national capital was moved from Philadelphia
to Washington and the Pennsylvania state capital was moved from then Harrisburg to
Philadelphia. After that move the State Capital building was to be demolished and its bell sold
for scrap metal whenever the building was torn down; however, the empty State Capital building
survived for years until 1816 when a Harrisburg newspaper began a crusade to save the historic
building where the Declaration of Independence had been signed in 1788. The building was
rebranded by the editor of the newspaper as Independence Hall. Its clock tower was restored
with a new bell and the old, original bell was hung inside from the hall’s ceiling, destined to be
rung only for historic events. In 1826 it was rung celebrating the 50th anniversary of the signing
of the Declaration and later it rang out in memory of some of our well-known patriots.

How did a bell hanging in the State House of Pennsylvania during the early years of our country
become The Liberty Bell, a powerful, enduring, beloved symbol of the United States of
America?
Who named this bell the Liberty Bell? Interestingly, the first time the bell was called Liberty
Bell was by an abolitionist in an article written for an anti-slavery pamphlet in which the writer
noted all the slaves for “whom the bell had never tolled.” But it still didn’t become a popular
name for the future national symbol. It happened later when another anti-slavery article used
Liberty Bell as the bell’s name.
And the famous crack in the bell? It supposedly appeared when the bell was being rung to
celebrate George Washington’s birthday in 1844; at least, that’s the story that appeared that
year in the Philadelphia North American. How to fix the crack that marred the beauty of this
old bell? The city decided to have the bell’s hairline crack drilled out to half an inch and rivets
inserted on each end of the crack. Philadelphia officials thought that this would stabilize the
bell and make it still ringable.
After the repair, it was decided to let the bell safely “lie in state” on the first floor of
Independence Hall. In 1876, Philadelphia held a World’s Fair. Not long after the crack was
repaired, the bell was taken to Independence Hall to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
signing of the Declaration of Independence. Visitors to the World’s Fair were disappointed as
the bell they saw at that celebration was a replica as the bell’s “residence” in Independence Hall
was too far from the fair for the bell to be moved.
Later the bell was actually taken on six trips between 1885 and 1904 to two world’s fairs in
Chicago and St. Louis and to expositions in New Orleans, Atlanta, Charleston and Boston, but
was retired from travel after that time due to its fragility and never appeared west of the
Mississippi River.

THE TRAIN CAR DESIGNED TO SHOWCASE THE LIBERTY BELL

So, when did the bell become a national symbol? In World War I. In 1915, a train trip across
the nation was planned as President Woodrow Wilson, former President Theodore Roosevelt and
other national leaders wanted to gain support across America for the fast-approaching war. The
United States needed a patriotic symbol to remind citizens of this country’s history and to reunite its people.
The Liberty Bell was chosen as that symbol. It was carefully removed from its birth in
Independence Hall and placed on a specially-constructed open train car that soon began an
excursion across America where nearly one-fourth of the nation’s population saw it as it visited
275 cities. At night, a generator kept a light on the bell so it glowed as it traveled from city to
town to city. During the next months that the bell toured the country, it united a divided
country by reminding Americans of our history, our independence and our freedom. The U.S.
sorely needed the approval of its citizens as it prepared for war. The Liberty Bell did its job.

Traveling with Henry Hanson on his……….
GENEALOGY TRAILS
Many of you have read about my trips to the Women’s Basketball Conference Tournaments and
my side trips for genealogical research. Well, March, 2017 was no disappointment to this
method of genealogical research.
As Nancy and I crossed the South Carolina State Line, we stopped at the Visitors’ Center to
learn about local sites in and around Greenville, the host city for the tournament. We had
already made plans to visit the city of York, the county seat of York County, the hotbed for
battles that turned the tide of the American Revolution. We had visited York over ten years
before, but we had a different surname to research on our 2017 visit.
One interesting site high-lighted on the Greenville map for tourists was the Confederate
Library and Museum. I thought I might find a picture of the Confederate uniform worn by
soldiers in Hampton Legion during the “War of Northern Aggression.”
Most of the Ramblers remember my telling about my great grandfather’s claim he had served in
Hampton Legion when, in reality, it was his father who was the Confederate veteran. Letters
written to my grandmother explained how her father changed his name when his father
abandoned their family. Research on my great, great grandfather proved he served in Hampton
Legion Company B. I wanted to learn what his uniform looked like and what accoutrements might
have been associated with an infantry uniform in Hampton Legion.

During our visit to the Confederate Museum, I was pleasantly surprised to find the museum had
two uniforms of Hampton Legion on display, one of an infantryman and one of an infantry
officer. The uniform was made of either a blue wool or denim with yellow cuffs and a yellow
collar. How lucky can you be?
The Museum’s docent showed me a book titled Hampton Legion Infantry CSA with biographies
written on each soldier that served in Hampton Legion. Like a true genealogist, I turned to the
index and found the page that listed Sturkey and there was Marion Benjamin Sturkey listed on
page 252. When I turned to page 252, there was almost a half a page about “M.B.” Some of the
data I had already found, but most interesting to me were details of where he was treated in
Virginia for shell fragment wounds. The first location listed was Riddle’s Shop, 13 June 1864
then Jackson Hospital, 14 June-3 August 1864, then wound furlough to Cairo 3 August 3 1864April 1865. Paroled in Augusta, Georgia 24 May 1865.
In addition to the war record, M. B. Sturkey’s biography included that he was a Road Master on
the Port Royal and Augusta Railway. It showed that he had married twice, included his wives’
names, that he had lived in Texas from 1868-1880 and that three of his brothers had served
with him in Hampton Legion. The biography also stated that he died 11 March 1920 and was
buried in Plum Branch Cemetery, McCormick County, South Carolina.
In addition to the biographical information, the museum also had related belt buckles, cartridge
box emblems and shoulder strap emblems that adorned the uniform of Hampton Legion’s
infantrymen. Something a Son of a Confederate Veteran in Texas would never find unless he
just happened onto the right spot in South Carolina.

UPCOMING RAMBLER PROGRAMS
BY RICH & CAROL BOIVIE

26 JULY 2017 – “Why your Story Matters” – by Thatcher Freund
29 AUG 2017 - “Elections”
27 SEPT 2017 – “WWI Veterans – How to Find Them and Write About Them”

GENEALOGY COMPUTER USERS GROUP
BY JERRY MARKOWICH

19 JULY 2017 – “What Do You Know About American Migration Patterns?”
16 AUG 2017 – “Do You Have a Family Legend That Is True..or Maybe Not?”
21 SEPT 2017 – “Family Tree Software Alternatives!”

HOW FAMILIES LIVED IN 1890
This morning Momma made you corn mush and milk for breakfast and now you and Brother off
to school. Papa and Grandpa have been tending to farm chores since before sun-up and Mamma’s
already setting out more substantial fare for them.
The school board has set up a subscription school for a term of six months. Families who
subscribe pay the teacher directly, $2.00 per month, per child. The teacher is a smart fella. He

SCHOOL DOESN’T ALWAYS REQUIRE SHOES

has graduated the 8th grade and has been certified to teach. Says he’s going to college next
year.
At dinner time (it’s usually called lunch in 2017) you watch Brother scarf down the contents of
his dinner pail and run off to play town ball with the other big boys. That’s kinda like baseball,
except nothing is foul and you can throw the ball at the runner to put him out.

Brother and his two best friends put their pennies together and bought a piece of wax (folks in
the future will know it as chewing gum.) For the last two days, they have taken turns chewing it
during class. It’s Brother’s turn to take it home and he says you can chew it for an hour after
supper.
Back home, Momma is already cooking supper. Squirrel stew, mustard greens, buttermilk and
cornbread (wheat flour is just for Sunday biscuits). Since there is no fruit, she is making a
vinegar pie (a custard pie made with apple cider vinegar) for dessert.
Pretty soon it will be hog-killing time and then there will be ham, sausage, salt port and head
cheese all winter. Thinking about the soup Momma will make from the backbone gets your mouth
watering.
The pigs roam free and fatten on acorns and such. There’s lots of pigs roaming the
neighborhood. Each one is earmarked to show who it belongs to.
Back in from the fields, Papa rubs axel grease into his cracked hands. Grandpa rubs turpentine
into his to relieve his arthritis. One of the neighbors has a bad tooth and has asked Grandpa to
knock it out with a chisel. When Momma had a bad tooth, Papa pulled it out with an old set of
bullet molds. After supper, Momma lets you look at the fancy photograph album Papa gave her
last Christmas.
All the pictures are tintypes taken at the fair, except for two: the CDV of Grandpa when he was
in the war fighting the Yankees and the cabinet card photograph when Sister died. It just looks
like she’s sleeping.
At bedtime Brother and I wash our faces at the basin; there’s no tooth brushing. Some people
do that with the chewed end of a twig dipped in salt, but it sounds silly. You bed down in the
loft (some call it an attic) on the mattress Momma made last year. It’s a big canvas bag stuffed
with Spanish moss that had been buried in the ground to let the soft part rot away, just leaving
the fiber. It’s like sleeping on a cloud. Yes, life sure is good!

**************

TRIVIA HISTORY QUESTION: What

famous politician celebrated his 43rd

birthday on March 2, 1836, the same day he and 58 other Texans were signing the Texas
Declaration of Independence? (Answer on a following page.)

DISCOVERIES OF THE LAST HALF CENTURY,
1800-1851
REPRINTED FROM THE PHILADELPHIA LEDGER, 1851

Some of the most wonderful results of human intellect have been witnessed in the last half
century. Some of the grandest conceptions of genius have been perfected. It is remarkable how
the mind of the world has run into scientific investigation, and what achievements it has
effected in that short period.
Before the year 1800, there was not a single steamboat in existence and the application of
steam to machinery was unknown. Now there are 3000 steamboats traversing the waters of
America, and the time saved in travel is equal to 70 percent. The rivers of every country in the
world, nearly, are now traversed by steamboats.
In 1800, there was not a single railroad in the world. In the United
States alone there are now 8,797 miles of railroad, costing
$286,000,000 to build, and about 13,00 miles of railroad in England.
The locomotive will now travel in as many hours, a distance which in
1800 required as many days to accomplish.
In 1800, it took weeks to convey intelligence between Philadelphia and New Orleans; now it can
be accomplished in minutes by the electric telegraph, which only had its beginning in 1843.
Voltaism was discovered in March, 1800. The electro magnet in
1831. Electrotyping was discovered only a few years ago.
Hoe’s printing press, capable of printing 10,000 copies per
hour, is a very recent discovery, but it is of a most important
character. Gaslights were unknown in 1800; now every city and
town of any pretense are lighted with it and we have the

HOE'S PRINTING PRESS

announcement of a still great discovery, by which light, heat
and motive power will all be produced from water, with scarcely any cost!

Daguerre communicated to the world his beautiful invention (photography) in 1839. Gun cotton
and chloroform are discoveries but a few years old. Astronomy has added a number of new
planets to the solar system. Agricultural chemistry has enlarged the domain of knowledge in
that important branch of scientific research. Mechanics have increased the facilities of
production and the means of accomplishing an amount of labor which far transcends the ability
of united manual labor to accomplish.
The triumphs achieved in this last branch of discovery and invention are enough to mark the last
half century as that which has most contributed to augment personal comforts, enlarge our
enjoyments, and add to the blessings of man.
There has been no period since the commencement of the world in which so many important
discoveries tending to the benefit of mankind were made as in the last half century. Some of
the grandest conceptions of genius have been perfected. It’s remarkable how our minds have
run into scientific investigations, and what achievements it has effected in that short period.
What will the next half century accomplish? We may look for still greater discoveries; for the
intellect of man is awake, exploring every mine of knowledge and searching for useful
information in every department of art and industry.
Editor’s Note: Ever wonder what discoveries we will have in our next 50 years?

ANSWER TO TRIVIA QUESTION:

March 2, 1793-July 26, 1863

17th Century Epitaph
The children of Israel wanted bread
And the Lord sent them manna,
Old clerk Wallace wanted a wife
And the Devil sent him Anna.
***********

Family Reunion ABC’s
BY MARY ANN THOMPSON

A – Advance Preparation (A must for a successful event)
B – Black & White Film (Preferred because of endurance)
C – Camera (Preferably digital to capture all moments)
D – Delegate (Spread the responsibility)
E – Envelopes (Self-addressed, stamped, for relatives to
return with family data)
F – Family Charts (Some completed and some blank to
pass out)
G – Guest Book (To preserve the moment)
H – Heirlooms (Diaries, letters, a family keepsake)

I – Interviews (To preserve a family’s heritage)
J – Joy (Jump for, when all goes well)
K – Key (Organization is the key to success)
L – Laptop Computer (Useful for a family photograph slide show)
M – Mailing List (Both e-mail and snail to keep family
members current on new developments)
N – Notebook (To record family data)
O – Oral Histories (Encourage family stories)
P – Photographs (Copies to share and unknowns to identify)
Q – Questions (The perfect time to ask them)
R – Recipes (Many have been preserved and served for
generations)
S – Scrapbooks (Encourage family members to bring their
own)
T – Tape Recorder (Good for interviews)
U – Unique (The Reunion, when all the plans come together)
V – Vital Records (Copies to share with interested family
members)
W – Web Page (Check for interest in a family web page)
XYZ – (The Family Reunion ABC’s ended with W!)

MY FAVORITE GRANDMA
BY JERRY MARKOWICH

Katherina Bernhardt, my favorite grandma, was born 15 December 1874, in Yugoslavia (Jugo
Slavia) according to census records. She died, 08 December 1958, age 83, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and is buried in Union Cemetery in Milwaukee.

She married Jacob Markowich. We don't know when or where. Yakab (James) Markovitz (Jacob
Markowich) was born on 2 November 1866 in the village of Nemetboly, called Boly since about
1999, Mohaesi Jaras district, in the county of Baranya, Hungary.
It is very likely Grandma was born around the same place, and she and
Jacob were married around here as well, but Grandma was baptized on
22 April 1886 (certificate is in German) and may have immigrated
somewhere between 1905 and 1913. The 1920 US Census indicates
1913; however, Grandma's only son, John (Jack) Jacob Markowich was
born 9 April 1912, in Watertown or Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1920 US
Census indicates birth in Hungary).

GRANDMA'S BIRTH CERTIFICATE

Dad (that's Jack) got a delayed birth certificate in 1942. Baptism for
Jacob John (same Dad, but sometimes the first and middle names
were shuffled), Katherine is listed as “mother” in a newspaper article
in the Milwaukee Journal, 2 July 1928 that spells out Jacob

Markowich's death.
The Milwaukee City Directory for 1930 lists Jacob as a laborer residing at 1587 36th and Kath
as his widow. Son is Jacob Jr.
The 1930 US Census: Katherine, age 55, Yugoslavia, widowed, immigration 1911, father and
mother birthplace as Yugoslavia.
1933 Milwaukee City Directory: Markowich Kath (widJacob)
h3635A N 36th. Oh, in 1929 Milwaukee changed most of the
street addresses, so the 1930 address is the same house as the
1933 address.
On 2 September 1933 John (that's Dad Jack) Markowich
married Marie (really Mary, guess is Marie was her “Saint name”)
Ifkovitz. On the marriage record John Markowich's father is
shown as Jacob and mother as Katherine.
So along comes the 1940 US Census and Grandma is Katherine
Liebham, wife, age 65. I learned that Grandma married John
Leibham in January 1935. (Info recorded in a register at the Milwaukee Historical Society.)
John Leibham is age 63, born in Hungary. Grandma and “Grandpa Leibham” lived upstairs at
3635 N. 36th Street, and living downstairs was John J. Markowich, wife Mary, children Gerald
J. and David W; next door was Grandma’s sister, Marie Bernhardt-Huber, age 53 and husband
George Huber, also age 53.
KATHERINE & JACOB MARKOWICH,
1910

Grandpa Leibham was the only grandfather us Markowich kids ever knew. He was a carpenter
and during World War II he worked for Dad at Ampco, in the foundry.

I hope y'all have been able to keep up with this. I still need to stop and think about who is who,
and when, and where.
Grandma Katharina did domestic work for the Zaiser family. They owned the foundry, Ampco
(Ampco Metals if you look them up). When Yakab Markowich died, Mrs Zaiser promised
Katherina that neither she nor her son would ever be without work. Jack Markowich went to
work for the foundry when he was 18 and worked for them for over 20 years.
My favorite “grandma meals:” Hungarian goulash and strudel (all of them apple, raisin, and lots
of others that I do not remember. The secret to grandma's goulash was Hungarian paprika, lots
of it. Strudel had only one secret – sweet.
Some Grandma stories: Among them were how mad mom got when Grandpa Leibham and
Grandma gave their grandson (Jerry) more wine than you should provide an eight-year old.
Grandma and Grandpa made their own wine in the basement. And consumed more than they
should have.
How Grandma “wailed” when she was told of the death of her first granddaughter (Jackie).
Jackie died when she was just two years old. It was a sad time for all of the Markowiches and
our extended family.
Whatever Grandma planted grew – vegetables and flowers that stood tall all summer long. She
had a “green thumb” for sure, and that included flowers, carrots, radishes, rhubarb, and
tomatoes – really big ones.
The last time I saw Grandma was about 1948, after our family moved to Los Angeles. Dad went
back to Milwaukee, bought a used 1947 or 1948 Lincoln Club Coupe (to be sold at a profit in Los
Angeles), and brought Grandma and Grandpa to Los Angeles.

GRANDMA AND GRANDPA ON ROUTE 66, 1948

Grandma’s mother was Kristina Bernhardt, born 1854. Father is unknown. And that is all I
know.
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